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Chunxing Corporation Pty Ltd 
Lot 2047 
Fourth Road 
Hazelwood North, Vic 3840 
 
Dear Lakshman, 
 
It is with immense gratitude that I write this letter of thanks on behalf of the Churchill 
Cricket Club. 
 
Your generous sponsorship of our club has made a great difference to our financial 
position in these uncertain times. I am sure you would be aware that operating a sporting 
club in a regional area is difficult at the best of times, yet the current situation has 
introduced a challenge the likes of which we have not seen in our time.  
 
Our focus must always remain on developing junior cricketers and providing the children 
of our community and their families with a safe and inviting atmosphere. In partnering 
with the Churchill Cricket Club, Chunxing has allowed us to eliminate all junior fees 
which we hope will create an understanding within the Churchill community that 
everyone has a home with us, no matter our backgrounds. 
 
Attached with this letter are photos of our renovation activity during the off-season. Our 
carpet has been completely replaced recently and I think you will agree it makes a huge 
difference in how we present ourselves as a club in our social rooms. The previous carpet 
was installed when the building was constructed more than 20 years ago and has been in 
need of replacement for a number of years. This is something that we have not been able 
to commit to, due to cost restrictions. Our club is extremely grateful to Chunxing for their 
valued sponsorship that has allowed us the security to take on this important project. 
 
Everyone at our club are thankful for the support of Chunxing Corporation and we would 
like to wish you every success in the year ahead. 
 
 
 
Ryan Harvey 
President 


